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Introduced in 1986 by Editor Howard Baden, In This Issue
was written for 2 years by the now well-known science
writer of the New York Times, Gina Kolata, who had already
won awards for her science writing and had several books
under her belt. The column, written in nontechnical English,
emphasized key points of investigative work within the is-
sue. Created to highlight articles in the journal for general
readers, In This Issue was a valuable way for us to briefly
communicate to researchers and clinicians the findings im-
portant to current research and future practice. Over time,
In This Issue came to be written ‘‘in house’’, by Society
members and members of the JID Editorial Board.
During my tenure as Editor, I have made a point of in-
viting detailed commentaries on about two articles per is-
sue, highlighting current trends in research on a broad range
of topics. We have had much positive feedback on the ad-
dition of these commentaries, and I believe they have
helped to draw more attention to the more novel reports
published in the Journal. Many members of the Editorial
Board have provided these invited commentaries over the
past 212 years.
There is still a place for the brief synopsis or notation
of a research report in the Journal, and Clinical Snippets
is meant to fill that need. Specifically aimed at our clini-
cian readers, Clinical Snippets focuses on those articles
whose findings will most likely affect the practice of der-
matology.
With commentaries and Clinical Snippets now mature
and reliable features of the Journal, it is time, after almost 20
years, to bid farewell to In This Issue. I am grateful to those
of you who have contributed to this feature, and especially
to the Editors who have written this piece while I have
served as Editor. The deadlines have been short and often
the content less than a perfect match to their interests, but
they have risen to the challenge. I hope this change will free
them up to spend more time on other journal-related
activities.
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